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Abstract. As one of the most common types of interference,
pulse interference and its suppression methods have been
widely studied, in which the blanking method consumes
less hardware resources and it is more commonly used in
the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) receivers.
Previous studies used carrier-to-noise ratio (CNR) as an
indicator to evaluate the performance of the receiver after
pulse suppression. However, CNR is not the most important parameter that should be measured. The main
function of the GNSS receiver is to measure the distance
between the satellite and the receiver. How the pulse interference with different periods and duty cycle affects the
ranging performance of the navigation receiver after blanking has not been fully studied. This paper focuses on the
influence of the blanking method on the code tracking
performance. Through derivation and simulation, it can be
found that the ranging accuracy of the delay locked loop
may not be deteriorated sometimes when the blanking
operation plays a role of narrow correlation and the frequency of the pulse interference is close to the pseudo
code. However, the blanking algorithm will cause large
code tracking deviation, which will seriously affect the
ranging performance of the receiver.

Keywords
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1. Introduction
GNSS can provide accurate positioning, navigation
and timing service, and it plays an important role in many
fields of military and daily life. However, due to the low
power when the GNSS signal arrives at the receiver
antenna, various types of interference, such as single-frequency interference [1], narrowband or broadband interference, multi-tone interference, pulse interference, have
always been the threats for the receivers to providing
trusted services. Among them, the pulse interference is
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mainly caused by the pulse signals falling into the L-band,
such as the DME/TACAN system [2], the pseudo-satellite
system [3] and the radar working near the L-band [4],
which will affect the operation of the GNSS receivers
seriously.
In order to suppress the influence of the pulse interference on GNSS receivers, there are many mitigating
technologies being studied, such as nulling by array antennas, Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) limiting, interference reconstruction and cancellation, wavelet transform
and time domain nulling algorithms, etc. The array antenna
technique is a general method, which can be used not only
to suppress the pulse interference, but also other broadband
interferences [5]. However, the array antennas are not
available for every GNSS receiver, and a large number of
civil receivers are equipped with a single antenna. The
method based on ADC amplitude limiting is easy to implement, but it may cause signal distortion when the pulse
power is high [6]. The interference cancellation method
reconstructs the interference signal locally by estimating
the signal parameters, and then subtracts it from the received signal to achieve the purpose of eliminating interference. However, the interference pattern is usually unknown, and the propagation channel and other factors can
easily lead to the decline of the performance of the cancellation method [7]. The pulse interference suppression
method [8, 9] based on wavelet transform increases the
computation burden. The pulse blanking method has been
widely used because of its simple implementation [10] and
robust performance [11, 12], and just requires reasonable
selection of relevant parameters and threshold [13–15].
For the pulse interference blanking algorithm, it is
necessary to evaluate its impact on the navigation signal
reception. Literature [16–19] evaluates the impact of pulse
interference on the receiver based on the carrier-to-noise
ratio. The effect of the blanking for pulse interference on
navigation data demodulation is evaluated in [20]. The
influence of the ideal time domain blanking on arrival of
time (TOA) estimation under periodic pulse interference is
analyzed in [21], based on [22, 23]. This literature comprehensively discusses nulling in time domain and frequency
domain and also gives an equivalent noise power growth
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factor to calculate the equivalent TOA estimation error
after blanking. The simulation results show that the signalto-noise ratio after blanking cannot be simply determined
by duty cycle and that is also related to the pulse period
and the time length of coherent accumulation. However,
the influence on signal tracking deviation is not given in
this reference when the pulse frequency is close to the
pseudo code of GNSS signal. The influence analysis of
pulse signal tracking accuracy is given in [24], but it is
suitable for pseudo-satellite signal tracking scene, and
pseudo-satellite signal generally transmits [25, 26] according to a certain pattern, which is not periodic in a period of
time. Therefore, the model does not perfectly match the
pulse interference blanking scenarios with different periods
and duty cycles.
It can be seen from the current researches that the influence of pulse interference on the performance of the
receiver mainly takes the CNR as the evaluation index.
Moreover, the accuracy and deviation of the pseudo-range
measurements are paid less attention, which are more important evaluation indicators for the receiver. In addition,
a more accurate signal model is needed for the performance evaluation of the measurements generated by the
receiver after pulse blanking. The main contribution of this
paper is as follows: (1) a general signal model is established for assessing the influence of pulse interference on
the performance of the receiver after blanking, and (2) the
influence of different period and duty cycle on code tracking deviation is analyzed and different phenomenon is
revealed which is given less consideration in the past work,
and (3) the code tracking accuracy is studied under the
pulse interference with different period and duty cycle
when the GNSS receiver equipped with pulse blanking
model, which extends the work in [24]. This work provides
a theoretical reference for the performance evaluation of
the pulse interference suppression methods.
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Fig. 1. Infinite periodic square wave.

where  is the width of the square wave. The infinite periodic square wave signal is shown in Fig. 1.
The expression of the infinite periodic square wave
signal is
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In this paper, the assumptive pulse period is not
greater than the coherent integration time. In practical
processing, the number of periodic pulse signals in a coherent integration period is limited, and its initial phase compared with the integral start time is random. The time
domain expression of N = Tcoh/Ts pulse square signal is
g N  t   g τ  t   g τ  t  Ts     g τ  t   N  1 Ts 
N 1

  g τ  t  nTs  .

(4)

n 0

The structure of this paper is as follows. The pulse
blanking model and the input signal model are presented in
Sec. 2. Section 3 introduces the theoretical analysis of the
correlation value output. Then the blanking influence on
code tracking accuracy and deviation is analyzed in Sec. 4.
Simulation verification is discussed in Sec. 5. Finally,
Section 6 summarizes the whole work.

There are mainly two cases (Phase I and Phase II) of
the initial phase of the periodic pulse signal in an integration period Tcoh which is equal to one period of the pseudo
code, for example, 1 ms. Figure 2 shows a situation, when
the square wave period Ts and the processing period Tcoh
are equal (Ts = Tcoh).

2. Signal Model

Among them, T0 represents the initial phase of the
pulse signal in the coherent integral period. The time
domain expressions are respectively written as

2.1 Pulse Blanking Model
The ideal pulse blanking operation performs gate processing on the received navigation signal. This paper assumes that the pulse interference is periodic, and its period
is Ts. The duty cycle of the pulse is dP. The ideal pulse
blanking operation has the same effect that the received
signal is multiplied by the periodic square wave
signal whose period is Ts and duty cycle is df = 1 – dP =  / Ts,

1, T0  t  T0  
g τ1  t   
, 0  T0  Ts   ,
0, else

(5)

0  t    Ts  T0

1,
or T0  t  T , Ts    T0  Ts
g τ2  t   
0,   T  T  t  T

s
0

(6)

where g1(t) and g2(t) represent time domain wave of the
pulse signal with two kinds of phases respectively.
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Fig. 2. Periodic pulse signals in a coherent integration period.
Fig. 3. The structure of the integral processing flow.

2.2 Received Signal Model
3.1 Signal Component

The incoming signal x(t) can be expressed as
x t   s t   n t 

(7)

where s(t) represents the navigation signal, and it can be
expressed as
s  t   2 Pc  t    D  t    cos  2  f IF  f d  t    (8)

where P represents the power of the navigation signal
arriving at the receiving antenna. c(t) is the pseudo code
sequence and the code chip width is Tc. The signal delay
between the satellite and the receiver is . D represents the
navigation message and fIF is the carrier intermediate
frequency. The Doppler frequency caused by the mutual
movement between the satellite and the receiver is fd, and 
is the initial carrier phase. n(t) is a narrow-band Gaussian
white noise random process, and the power spectral density
is N0/2 and the autocorrelation function is approximately as
Rn(τ) = δ(τ) N0/2.
In practice, multiple satellite signals will be received.
This paper takes one satellite as an example for analysis.
After the ideal pulse blanking operation, the input signal
model can be expressed as
xg  t   g N  t  x  t   g N  t  s  t   g N  t  n  t  .

(9)

3. Output of the Integrator
In the process of acquisition and tracking, it is necessary to locally generate pseudo code and reference carrier
and multiply with the received signal, and then integrate
multiplication results to obtain the correlation measurements. In this paper, the influence of the band-pass filter in
radio frequency (RF) front-end is ignored, and the output
result of the integral processing is analyzed after the received signal being blanked by ideal pulse. The structure of
the integral processing flow is shown in Fig. 3.
Among them, the reference signals of the in-phase
and the orthogonal branch are respectively shown as
follows
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When the periodic pulse acts on the received navigation signal, according to the time length of the pulse period,
it can be divided into two cases: the pulse period is close to
the integration time Tcoh and close to the pseudo code chip
Tc. The pulse period of the latter is much smaller than that
of the first case.
It is assumed that the message symbol does not
change during the integration. When the period is close to
the coherent integral time, the output results of the in-phase
branch of the integrator is shown as (12)
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Among them, fe = fd – ̂fd, τe = τ – ̂τ. R(τe) is the autocorrelation function of the normalized spread spectrum code,
and its expression is
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According to the same deduction, the coherent integral value of the orthogonal branch can be deduced as (14).
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When the pulse period is close to the code chip Tc, the
correlation between the pulse and the carrier can be
ignored, and the integral output of the in-phase branch can
be deduced as (15).
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As mentioned earlier, the periodic pulse square wave
has two phase forms g1(t) and g2(t), and the normalization
correlation functions after multiplying and accumulating
with the local pseudo code are respectively expressed as
follows.
Rg1  e  
Rg2  e  

 N 1

  g  t  nT c  t    c  t  ˆ  dt,

-  n 0

τ1

s

 N 1

  g  t  nT c  t    c  t  ˆ  dt.

-  n 0

τ2

s

(16)
(17)
Fig. 4. Time domain waveforms of the two kinds of phases.

Taking the pulse square wave period Ts = Tc and duty
cycle of 50% as an example, the time domain waveforms
of the two forms are illustrated in Fig. 4.
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The correlation function is shown in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5,
Phase I and Phase II represent the autocorrelation results of
two phases respectively, and label of Ts = Tcoh represents
the autocorrelation results with larger pulse period Tcoh.
These four correlation peaks are obviously different. It can
be seen that the change of the correlation peak is half of the
original BPSK signal which is due to the result of the pulse
signal with a duty cycle of 50%. Based on a simple derivation, the in-phase correlation values of Phase I and II can
be respectively expressed as

0.6

Autocorrelation

The periodic pulse waveforms of the two phases are
different in the processing with the original pseudo codes.
The pulse waveform of the first kind phase eliminates the
edges of the code, while the second kind retains them. The
edge of the chip has the characteristic of high frequency
because it changes more sharply than the rest of the code.
The high-frequency component represents the better tracking accuracy [22]. When the coherent integration time is
not an integral multiple of the pulse period, parts of the
edges are retained and parts of them are suppressed. Ranging performance under this situation is between complete
suppression and retention. The pulse waveform of the first
kind phase represents the situation of suppression and the
other represents retention. Only two extreme cases are
analyzed here. After derivation, the correlation results
under the two forms are respectively shown as (18) and (19).
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Fig. 5. Correlation function.
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In the same way, the correlation values of orthogonal
branches can be respectively deduced as follows:
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3.2 Noise Component
The expression of in-phase branch when the Gaussian
narrowband noise passes through the integrator is shown as
(24)
T
1 coh
(24)
IN 
g N  t  n  t  c  t  ˆA  dt .
Tcoh 0
As n(t) is a zero-mean Gaussian narrowband random
process, IN is also a zero-mean Gaussian narrowband
random process after linear processing. It can be assumed
that narrowband noise, periodic pulse signals and pseudo
code sequences are pairwise uncorrelated. According to the
conclusion of [22], the variance of the correlation value is
derived as
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(25)

When the code phase error is small and near zero, the
discriminator can be linearized and its expression is

where Rg(τ) represents the autocorrelation function of gN(t)
and its expression is shown as

d
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where the noise component can be deduced as
I NE  I NL

4. Code Tracking Performance
Code tracking performance can be evaluated by tracking accuracy and deviation. The tracking accuracy is
mainly evaluated by the variance under unbiased tracking,
and the tracking deviation is mainly reflected by the zerocrossing offset of the S-curve. The slope of S-curve also
affects the tracking accuracy. The tracking loop adopted in
this paper is a general non-coherent early-late pseudo code
tracking loop. The interval between early and late correlator is d chip. The tracking loop architecture is shown as
Fig. 6.
For the sake of convenience, the output of each integrator can be expressed as
yIE  I SE  I NE ,

(27)

yQE  QSE  QNE ,

(28)

yIL  I SL  I NL ,

(29)

yQL  QSL  QNL .

(30)

Code tracking performance analysis is divided into
two parts: coherent processing and non-coherent processing.

4.1 Coherent Processing
It is assumed that there is no tracking error in the carrier phase and frequency, and the coherent processing
represents the upper limit of the performance of the code
tracking loop. The discriminator expression is
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When the pulsed period approaches the integration
time, the above equation can be transformed into
w  I NE  I NL =

1
Tcoh

d f Ts N

 n  t  c  t  dt.

(34)

d

0

The power spectral density of the noise in the loop
can be represented by the Sw(f) when f = 0 as the loop
bandwidth is narrow compared with the noise, which can
be deduced as
Sw  0  d f N 0 1  R  d   .

(35)

When the pulse period is close to the pseudo code
chip, the noise term w = INE – INL is different, and its variance is affected by the initial phase of the pulse and the
correlation interval, which can be illustrated in Fig. 7.
In Fig. 7, cd(t) = c(t – d/2) – c(t + d/2), and gN1(t),
gN2(t), gN3(t) represent three types of pulse signal with
different duty cycles. The power of the noise depends on
the non-zero range of the product of gN(t) and cd(t). In
other words, the power of the noise term is limited by the
pulse duty cycle when the non-zero part of a pulse period is
less than the correlation interval, while when the non-zero
1
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0
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1
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Fig. 6. The code tracking loop architecture.

Fig. 7. The noise is leaked through the non-zero part of
gN(t)cd(t).
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part of a period is larger than the correlation interval, the
power of the noise term is limited by the correlation interval. Therefore, when the correlator interval is greater than
or equal to the duty cycle part, the power spectral density
of the noise can be deduced as
Sw  0  d f N 0 1  R  d   .

(36)

However, when the pulse period is close to the
pseudo code chip Tc, the noise components n2 is related to
correlator spacing. When the correlator interval is larger
than the pulse duty cycle time, the variance of n2 can be
deduced as
d  N
(46)
var  n2   4 Pd f Rg12   0 1  R  d   .
 2  Tcoh

When the correlator interval is small and is less than
the duty cycle, the power spectral density of the noise can
be expressed as

When the correlator interval is less than the pulse
duty cycle time, the variance of n2 can be deduced as

Sw  0  N 0 1  R  d   .

2  d  N0
var  n2   4 PRg2
1  R  d   .
 
 2  Tcoh

(37)

For the phase discrimination gain K, there are many
literatures to calculate it theoretically [22, 24]. The
variance of tracking error by coherent processing can be
expressed as (38)

 τ2 _Coh 
e

2 BL S w  0 
.
K 2P

Assuming that the code tracking bandwidth is very
small compared to the narrowband noise, the power spectral density of the noise in the code tracking loop at fe = 0
can be expressed as
S N  0    var  n1   var  n2   Tcoh .

(38)

The assumption that there is no tracking error in the
carrier phase in the above section is unrealistic and a noncoherent early-late discriminator is always used to overcome this problem. The non-coherent early-late discriminator can be defined as
2
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It is assumed that the frequency of the carrier has
been tracked accurately at this time, which means fe = 0.
Assume that the tracking error of the code phase is very
small and the above formula can be linearized to
d
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When the pulsed period is close to the pseudo code
period and the correlator interval is larger than the pulse
duty cycle time, the expression of the code tracking loop
error deduced as
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What’s more, when the correlator interval is less than
the pulse duty cycle time, the variance of code tracking
loop error caused by thermal noise can be deduced as

(43)

(44)
(45)

2 BL SN  0
K 2 P2

2B N  2  d 
2d f2 N0
= L2 0 4 Rg2
1  R2  d   .
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PTcoh
2
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e

When the pulse period approaches the integration
time Tcoh, according to the derivation method in [24], the
variance of the above two noise components n1 and n2 can
be respectively deduced as
var  n1   2d f2

(48)

To sum up, when the pulse period approaches the
integration time, the variance of code tracking loop error
caused by thermal noise can be deduced as

4.2 Non-Coherent Processing

e k 

(47)

(51)
In addition, another important tool for evaluating the
performance of code tracking is the S-curve, which can be
defined as
d
d


(52)
S  e   R 2   e    R 2   e   . .
2
2


For example, the slopes K of three typical scenarios
can be expressed in Tab. 1.
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Pulse period

Pulse phase

d

Slope of S-curve

No

Equipment

Information

1

PC configuration

MagicBook 2019
CPU: AMD Ryzen 7 3700U
RAM: 8GB

2

Software

MATLAB 2018a

2
f

1

Tcoh/2

Phase I / Phase II

1

4d (1 – d/2)

2

Tc

Phase I

1

–2d + 2Ts(1 + df)

3

Tc

Phase II

1/8

4(dfTs – d/2)

Tab. 1. Slopes of three typical scenarios.

Tab. 2. Information about the used hardware and software
equipment utilized for simulation.

The tracking deviation of the pseudo code phase can
be directly obtained according to the offset between the
zero-crossing point and the origin of the S-curve, and the
ranging deviation τe can be expressed as

 e S  e  =0.

Start
Parameters settings

(53)

Signal generation

When the pulse period is close to the pseudo code
chip, it can be seen from the previous analysis that the
shape of the correlation functions of the two kinds of phase
has changed obviously. They are no longer a normal triangle. This leads to a great change in the ranging performance of the receiver.

Getting discriminator results
Drawing the S-curve
End

5. Simulation

When the receiver is handed over from the acquisition
stage to the tracking stage, a larger correlator interval is
usually adopted at the beginning to obtain a larger traction
range, and then the correlator interval is gradually reduced
to obtain higher tracking accuracy. Therefore, this paper
selects the commonly used 1/2 and 1/16 chip as correlator
intervals to analyze the influence on the S-curve under the
conditions of different periods, duty cycle and initial phase
of the pulse. The simulation flow chart is shown as Fig. 8.
When the correlator interval is 1/2 chip, the pulse
period is Ts0 = Tcoh = 1 ms, Ts1 = Tc and Ts2 = Tc/2, and the
duty cycle is 25%, 50% and 75% respectively, the S-curves
of two types of pulse phase are shown from Fig. 9 to
Fig. 14.
As can be seen from Fig. 9 to Fig. 14, the pulse phase
types, pulse frequency and duty cycle have a great influence on the S-curve. First of all, the duty cycle directly
leads to the decrease of the slope of the S-curve, and the
smaller the duty cycle is, the smaller the slope is. Secondly,
there is little ranging deviation when the pulse period is
close to the coherent integration time no matter what the
pulse phase is, while it will produce a larger ranging deviation when the pulse period is consistent with the code chip
width and the pulse can suppress most of the high frequency part of the pseudo code. What’s more, when there is

Discriminator Output [Chip]

5.1 S-curve

Fig. 9. S-curve of the code tracking loop when d = 1, df = 25%,
Phase I.

Discriminator Output [Chip]

In order to analyze and verify the effects of the pulse
period, duty cycle and pulse phase on code tracking performance, S-curve characteristics and unbiased tracking accuracy of non-coherent processing are carried out by simulation. The information about the used hardware and software equipment utilized for simulation is shown in Tab. 2.

Fig. 8. The simulation flow chart of S-curve.

Fig. 10. S-curve of the code tracking loop when d = 1, df = 25%,
Phase II.
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Discriminator Output [Chip]

the traction range of the discriminator is getting smaller
when the pulse period is consistent with the code chip
width.

Fig. 11. S-curve of the code tracking loop when d = 1, df = 50%,
Phase I.
0.3

Discriminator Output [Chip]

When the correlator interval is 1/16 chip, the pulse
period is Ts0 = Tcoh, Ts1 = Tc and Ts2 = Tc/2, and the duty
cycle is 25%, 50% and 75%, respectively. The S-curves of
two types of pulse phase are shown from Fig. 15 to Fig. 20.

0.2

0.1

Fig. 14. S-curve of the code tracking loop when d = 1, df = 75%,
Phase II.
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Fig. 12. S-curve of the code tracking loop when d = 1, df = 50%,
Phase II.

Fig. 15. S-curve of the code tracking loop when d = 1/8,
df = 25%, Phase I.

Fig. 13. S-curve of the code tracking loop when d = 1, df = 75%,
Phase I.

no deviation, which means the S-curve is crossing the zero
point exactly of the coordinate, and when the pulse period
is consistent with the code chip width and the pulse can
keep the step part of the code wave, the slope of the Scurve is greater than that when the pulse period is consistent with the coherent integration time Tcoh. In addition,

Fig. 16. S-curve of the code tracking loop when d = 1/8,
df = 25%, Phase II.
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Fig. 17. S-curve of the code tracking loop when d = 1/8,
df = 50%, Phase I.
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Fig. 20. S-curve of the code tracking loop when d = 1/8,
df = 75%, Phase II.

5.2 Code Tracking Accuracy
The simulation verification of code tracking accuracy
is carried out in the form of non-coherent processing. The
number of Monte Carlo simulations is 106 and the time
consumptions of each simulation are about 4.988 hours.
The signal GPS L1CA is selected and the simulation settings are shown in Tab. 3 and the simulation flow chart is
shown as Fig. 21.

Fig. 18. S-curve of the code tracking loop when d = 1/8,
df = 50%, Phase II.

When the correlator interval is 1/2 chip, the simulation result of tracking accuracy by non-coherent processing
is shown as Fig. 22. As can be seen from Fig. 22, when the
pulse period Ts1 = Tcoh, the code tracking accuracy decreases as expected. However, when the pulsed period
Ts2 = Tc and the pulse phase is the first type (Phase I), the
code tracking accuracy under blanking is even higher than
that of the continuous wave, and the pulse blanking plays
the role of narrow correlation.
When the correlator interval is 1/16 chip, the simulation results of tracking accuracy by non-coherent processing are shown as Fig. 23. As can be seen from Fig. 23,
when the pulsed period Ts1 = Tcoh, the code tracking accuracy decreases as expected, which is the same as the situation when the correlator interval is 1/2 chip. However,
when the pulse period Ts2 = Tc and the pulse signal phase is
the second type (Phase II), the code tracking accuracy under

Fig. 19. S-curve of the code tracking loop when d = 1/8,
df = 75%, Phase I.

As can be seen from Fig. 15 to Fig. 20, although the
slope increases and the narrow correlation can reduce the
ranging deviation, more zero-crossing points will be introduced. If the tracking results converge to any zero-crossing
point, there will be a larger ranging deviation.

No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Parameters
Sampling rate
Integration time
Signal length
Doppler
Correlator interval
C/N0
Pulse signal period
Duty cycle
Code loop order
Code loop bandwidth
Carrier loop order
Carrier loop bandwidth

Values
5.5 MHz
1 ms
1s
100 Hz
1/2, 1/16
40 dBHz to 50 dBHz
Ts1 = Tcoh, Ts2 = Tc
50%
2
1 Hz
3
18 Hz

Tab. 3. Code tracking simulation parameters.
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Start
Code phase std [Chip]

Parameters settings
C/N0 = 40dBHz
Signal generation and count = 0
Recording the signal code phase
Code Phase tracking

Fig. 23. Code tracking accuracy when d = 1/8.

Getting the estimating code phase

blanking is the same as that of the continuous wave. This is
because the power of the noise component and the high
frequency part of the signal are the same in the tracking
loops under these two situations.

Simulation count ++

count >
Monte Carlo Number

No

Yes
Calculating the standard deviation
C/N0 ++

C/N0 > 50dBHz

No

Yes
End

Code phase std [Chip]

Fig. 21. The simulation flow chart of code tracking accuracy.

Fig. 22. Code tracking accuracy when d = 1.

In the actual receiver processing, the time relationship
between the initial phase of the pulse gate and the initial
accumulation time of the integrator is random after the
ideal pulse blanking. It is very likely that the tracking results in different channels are different. The tracking accuracy will not decrease significantly in some channels.
However, the tracking accuracy will decrease or there will
be a large deviation in the tracking process of other
channels.

6. Conclusion
Pulse interference, as one of the most common nonstationary interference, has always been a major threat to
the satellite navigation receiver. The blanking method can
effectively mitigate the impact of pulse interference. This
paper focuses on the effects of the blanking method on
receiver performance of code tracking.
The work in this paper mainly makes up for the lack
of performance evaluation of the GNSS receiver with
blanking model under pulse interference with different
duty cycle and different periods. The code tracking deviation accuracy is paid more attention in this paper, and the
signal model established in this work and the evaluation
results extend the current researches. It can be found
through theoretical analysis and simulation verification that
it is likely to cause a large tracking deviation except for
causing a decline in tracking accuracy in the code tracking
stage, which will seriously affect the tracking performance
of the receiver. On the other hand, the code tracking variance under thermal noise may not be bigger obviously
under the condition of specific relative phase and correlator
interval when the blanking operation plays a role of narrow
correlation.
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In order to avoid ranging performance degradation,
this work can be used as a reference for designing better
algorithms to suppress pulse interference. In particular,
how to restrain the pseudo-range deviation caused by pulse
interference blanking needs to be solved in the future work.
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